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Friends of Anderton and Marbury 
(FoAM) 

 

 
 

 
 

Come and See the Colours of Spring 
 

                      From the Chair
 
The first event of 2015 was the Bird Walk in Big 
Wood with walks of different lengths, thanks to walk 
leaders John Gilbody and Greg Baker.  Unfortunately 
only one group got a sighting of a bittern in the reed-
bed.  There have been many visitors coming to spot 
a bittern during the winter months and some reported 
seeing two.  It, or they, have now left Marbury for 
their breeding sites. 
 
The Homes for Wildlife event included nestbox 
building and a new venture, making bug hotels.  This 
proved to be an attractive alternative for people, who 
already had nestboxes or were less confident with 
hammers and nails.  The side panels to Marbury 
Lodge gave much appreciated shelter from the cold 
wind.   
 
On the same day there was a new event with 
Liverpool Astronomical Society members bringing 
their telescopes to Anderton Village Hall car park to 
share their knowledge of the night sky.  The cloud-
free skies were ideal for star gazing, but it was 
bitterly cold.  The society were well prepared and 
took participants into the hall for an informative talk 
and hot drinks organised by committee members. 
 
Following months of research, Clive Brookes shared 
fascinating stories from Marbury's Second World War 
History with an audience of about 70 people in 
Comberbach Memorial Hall. 
 
The Photograph Exhibition at Comberbach displayed 
all the entries from the 2014 competition.  People 
came to see the judges’ decisions and to choose 
their favourite photo. Photos can be seen at other 
venues during the next few months. 
 
The display at the first Hearts of Northwich Festival in 
St Helens Church, Witton, showed FoAM's events 
and projects.  The panels were also decorated with a 
variety of heart shapes crafted by FoAM members 
from material gathered in Northwich Woodlands. 
 

Volunteers cleared the scrub, mostly monster 
brambles, from the route of the new Saltscape 
pathway from Ollershaw Lane to Neumann's Flash.   
 
FoAM has commissioned a bench sculpture for 
Marbury Lane by Richard Janes.  The bench reflects 
the flora of the lime-rich soil and the hole-digging 
skills of volunteer and FoAM treasurer Ian Booth, 
who died just over a year ago. 
 
Twenty people were enticed out in the sunshine for 
our ‘Springtime in Marbury’ guided walk. I was 
extremely grateful when Dave James offered to help 
after I sustained an injury on another guided walk 
earlier in the week. 
 
If any members of FoAM are able to give an hour or 
so to help set up and put away the caravan at 
weekends please let us know. 
 

 
 
The Arboretum Project reached a conclusion with a 
ceremony at the new interpretation panel.  INEOS 
Enterprises was the major sponsor with other 
contributors including Marbury Ward councillors, 
Mersey Forest and volunteers working with the 
Rangers.  Such collaboration is what makes Friends 
of Anderton and Marbury so effective. 
 
Mary Jeeves  
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Beejou Catering 
 

After a winter of woolly socks, thick jackets, frozen 
water pipes and flat batteries, Janet and I are very 
much enjoying the arrival of the Spring weather.  To 
celebrate the sunny warmth we have treated 
ourselves to an ice cream freezer and a milk shake 
maker.  It was unfortunate that for the launch of our 
new Summer menu we picked the wettest, most 
depressing weekend in months!  Luckily Easter was 
much kinder and we got plenty of practice with our 
new ice cream scoop.  
 
As we have so much to squeeze into our little trailer 
our new equipment has to sit over the cooker, and 
that has meant that we can no longer offer our usual 
hot food menu.  While our smaller customers are 
delighted with their ice cream cones with chocolate 
and sprinkles, the sad demise of our bacon barm has 
been a heavy blow for some of their parents.  It 
seems the delicious bacon we sourced from Waugh 
Brow Farm Shop in Mobberley had become a great 
favourite over the winter months.  To ease the pain 
we've now added that same bacon to our toastie 
menu and it's already proving very popular. 
 

Our ice cream comes from Great Budworth Real 
Dairy Ice Cream Farm, where Rachel and her team 
were very generous with their advice and support.  
They were also very understanding when we had to 
rush back for further supplies after a particularly busy 
day! 
 
A further change is that BeeJou Catering will now be 
at the park from midday on Wednesday with our fine 
selection of teas and coffees plus cold drinks and a 
selection of biscuits.  Our first day almost ended 
before it began when our pick up truck wouldn't start!  
However, not to be deterred, Janet commandeered a 
little tractor and then raced to Marbury at a giddy 
22mph arriving only a few minutes late.  
 
After our first six months at Marbury Janet and I have 
been amazed by the range and diversity of events on 
offer and by the lovely community.  We look forward 
to seeing you at the park very soon. 
 
Barbara, BeeJou Catering 
 

Woodworking at Marbury 
 
Over the years the workshop at Marbury has been 
used by volunteers to make or repair items for use in 
the park and more recently some goods in exchange 
for donations.  
 
At Christmas a number of wooden festive decorative 
items were produced including reindeer and candle 
holders as well as chopping boards made from park 
woods.  
 
Recently sixty five bird boxes and thirty bird boxes 
were made for children’s events and some of these 
have also found their way to Little Budworth Country 
Park. Another project tackled by volunteers has 
included the wooden industrial sculptures that can be 
seen at Anderton Nature Park. A current project in 
progress is the fabrication of replacement wooden 
cladding for the steel entrance arch at Marbury car 
park. Future projects will include producing new park 

and picnic benches. All these projects greatly 
enhance the Northwich Woodlands sites.   
 
The workshop now has two workbenches totalling 8 
metres in length equipped with storage shelves and 
most of the tools and equipment needed to support 
volunteer projects. All this has been achieved without 
significant effect on FoAM’s funds. The volunteers 
have received several donations of tools, equipment 
and a portable light workbench that can be moved 
outdoors to support events in the Lodge.  
 
Free training in woodworking skills has been given in 
school holiday periods to young people, and both 
they and inexperienced older people have learned 
and contributed greatly to the major refurbishment of 
the Marbury workshop over the winter months.  
 
Clive Brookes 

 

Marbury Hall Interpretation Panel 
 
Contrary to rumours, the Marbury Hall interpretation 
panel, which we removed last year, had not been 
vandalised.  The panel surface had been collecting 
small patches of dirt which could not be removed. 
 
There had been a manufacturing problem and the 
supplier offered a replacement.  However, they felt 
that the shallow angle of the panel on the old stone 
plinths contributed to the problem by allowing rain 
water to evaporate on its surface.  To overcome this, 
they offered to supply an oak lectern to mount the 
panel at a steeper angle.  This encourages rain water 
to run off and makes reading the panel more 
comfortable for wheelchair users.  

 

 
 
The replacement panel has now been installed. 
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Marbury Country Park - Ranger News 
 

Don’t Take a Fence! 
 
As spring gains momentum and the birds start to 
nest, we shift from habitat management in the 
woodland areas and concentrate on the arrival of the 
cattle.  This involves ensuring the security of the 
perimeter fences.  With the help of several 
volunteers, over a hundred posts have been replaced 
and new sets of gates erected to aid the traffic flow 
when the field is opened for events.  The cattle spend 
the summer at Marbury before returning to Wales! 
 

Winter Bird Seed Crop 
 
The three areas which have been sown as winter 
seed crop for the birds over the past years within 
Northwich woodlands are being prepared again. With 
the help of volunteers, the areas will be cultivated, 
ploughed and sown by early May to provide a much 
needed food source next winter. 

 

 
volunteer Dave Sutcliffe 

 
 

Spring Blooms 
 
As the spring flowers bloom in the park, also consider 
seeking out tree flowers; common ash tree flowers 
have been spectacular this year. 
 
These trees have male and female flowers which 
pollinate before the leaves emerge.   
 

 
common ash tree flower on Marbury Lane 

 

All trees produce seed in one way or another but the 
flowers get little recognition. 
 
Remember to look out for the Handkerchief tree near 
the site of Marbury Hall, which will be flowering by 
mid to late May. 
 
 
Chris Moseley 

Anderton Nature Park, Carey Park and the Flashes - Ranger News
 
NEWSFLASH - The new signboard for the all ability 
access trail has arrived and been installed at 
Anderton.  The walk takes you round the young 
woodland and passes the resting points made by the 
volunteers.  
 

 
 
We have had a couple of contractors felling some of 
the scrub willow at Carey; they managed to complete 
the work just before the end of March.  This is one of 
the projects sponsored by Natural England, and it 
serves to create a much larger grazing area by 
linking two glades.  Work on this part of the SSSI 
goes unnoticed by the public as there is no access, 
so a little bit of peace and quiet for the wildlife.  

If you are interested in joining us for a guided walk 
through this area we will be visiting the glades on the 
18th May; meet at Marbury at 10am by the Rangers’ 
Cabin.  The walk will last around 2 hours and we will 
be searching for the dingy skipper butterfly amongst 
lots of other things.  There is a follow up walk on July 
29th specifically looking for orchids.  If you are 
interested in either of these walks let me know and 
give me a ring on 01606 77741.  It will help me to 
know the numbers in advance.  
 
The volunteers and I have worked really hard at 
Ashton's Flash removing lots of scrub over the winter. 
The last part has just been completed as we 
removed the regrowth from the glades which run 
along both sides of the bund wall separating Ashton's 
and Neumann's Flashes.  The glades are linked by a 
path that runs parallel to the main path.  You can see 
brash piles at the edges of the glades.  Brilliant area 
to spot dingy skippers and orchids.  
 
 
Cheers Dave and Blue 
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Batman Returns! 
 

In the spring of 2014, South Lancashire Bat Group 
was involved in a National Nathusius pipistrelle pilot 
study headed by the Bat Conservation Trust. 
 
The Nathusius’ pipistrelle occurs across large parts 
of Europe and is uncommon but widespread in the 
UK.  It was considered a migrant winter visitor here 
until the late 1990’s when a small number of mating 
and maternity colonies were found, thus establishing 
the bat a breeding status.  This project was to try to 
understand more about the movements of this bat 
and to gain a greater understanding of the population 
and migration routes.  This information will help 
understand the impact of such things as wind farms 
in the UK on this bat, as they have been identified to 
be at high risk of mortality from wind farms in Europe.  
 
The survey consisted of volunteers visiting Marbury 
Country Park several times during the summer with 
bat detectors which record which species are  
present. The survey team used an acoustic lure to 
bring the bats to a harp trap where they were ringed 
and fur samples taken for analysis.  By September  
 

 
2014 the group had found very good numbers of 
several different bat species, but more importantly 
found some young Nathusius’ bats which points 
towards them breeding here or close to the Park. 
 
On the back of this success, the group are applying 
for another licence for this summer to trap and radio 
tag the bats, which will hopefully give us a clearer 
picture of where these bats roost and breed. 
 
The species found here at Marbury Country Park in 
2014 were common pipistrelle, soprano pipistrelle, 
Nathusius pipistrelle, Daubenton’s bat, whiskered 
bat, Brandt’s bat, Natterer’s bat, noctule bat, Liesler’s 
bat, serotine bat and brown long-eared bat.  This 
extensive list makes Marbury Country Park regionally 
important for its bat assemblage, but nationally 
important for its Nathusius success.  The information 
helps me with the woodland management, as these 
bats need cavities, dead wood and open glades to 
maintain their population. 
 
Chris Moseley 
 

Homes for Wildlife 
 

As part of National Nest Box Week on Saturday 21
st
 

February, volunteers spent a day helping visitors to 
the park build nest boxes and bug homes.  Creating 
suitable habitat in gardens is important in helping 
species survive and thrive.  
 
In the weeks prior to the event, volunteers created 
nest box kits, which contained everything needed to 
hammer together a weather proof nest box.  A real 
production line was in operation on volunteer 
sessions in the run up to the day!  All the timber used 
came from the Woodlands, making good use of our 
resources.  We had visitors all day, both people who 
were just visiting the park and chanced upon the 
event and others who had made special visits.  
 
The kits for nest boxes and bug homes are 
constructed so that minimal skills are required, but 
volunteers helped even the most incompetent leave 
with a sound finished product. Some of our visitors 
were highly skilled, adding to the basic box and 
helping out at busy times and even the very youngest 
took part and hammered nails in happily.  
 

 
 
This year we added bug boxes to the menu.  
Volunteers helped visitors create a range of options 
for bug homes from the deluxe Northwich Woodland 
triangular framed house to inventive, low cost and 
easy options using plant pots, plastic bottles and egg 
cartons. 
 
Anna Cooper 

Marbury Pool Prepares for Summer 
 

Marbury Country Park’s open air swimming pool 
prepares for its opening on 2

nd
 May. To become a 

member contact Jeanette the membership secretary 
on   Jeanette.unsworth@ukgrid.com  
 
This year’s costs are £50 adult membership, £20 
child membership or £6 adult day ticket, £4 child day 
ticket. 

 
 

http://foam.merseyforest.org.uk/?p=5146
mailto:Jeanette.unsworth@ukgrid.com
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Forthcoming Events 
 

AGM, Quiz and Supper 
Monday 18th May 

at Comberbach Memorial Hall 
 

We look forward to welcoming you and your guests for 
an enjoyable evening.  
 
The AGM will start at 7.30 pm.  At 8.15pm we will begin 
the Quiz, followed by a hot supper at 9 pm. 
 
You do not have to attend the AGM to take part in the 
Quiz!  You can enter as a team, or come and make up 
a team with others. 
 
The charge for the Quiz and Supper is £10.00, and 
booking is essential so that we know the numbers for 
catering.  You may pay on the night, and you are asked 
to bring your own drinks and glasses. 
 
To book contact:  Anna Cooper  01606 891683 
(email annacooper31@hotmail.com)  
 

Saturday 2nd May 
Dawn Chorus Walk 
FoAM’s birding experts will be leading this ever popular 
event for everyone interested in birds. 
Meet:  5.00 am, Marbury Country Park 
Contact:  David Bullock 01606 781981 
 

Saturday 2nd May 
Spring Bird Walk, Marbury Country Park 
A mid morning walk for those who would like to see the 
birds of spring. 
Meet 10.30 am at the Rangers’ Cabin/Marbury Lodge 
Contact:  David Bullock  01606 781981 
 

 

 
Saturday 23rd and Sunday 24th  May 
Bring and Buy Plant Sale 
Our Annual Plant Bring and Buy Sale, held in Marbury 
Country Park,  has been a huge success because you 
generously provided us with vast numbers of plants to 
sell. Any plants will be most welcome – annuals, 
seedlings, perennials, salads, herbs, vegetables, and 
any others you may have - if possible labelled and in 
pots.  Thank you. 
From 10.00 am – 4.00 pm at the Rangers’ 
Cabin/Marbury Lodge. 
For information contact:  Jim Jeeves  01606 77688 
 

Saturday 20th June 
Breakfast with Moths 
Join FoAM’s regular moth trappers to see the range of 
beautiful moths attracted to the traps on the previous 
night.  Croissants and orange juice available for 
breakfast.  Donations welcome. 
Meet:  9.30 am Marbury Country Park 
Contact:  Alan Garner  01606 883539 
 

Saturday 27th June 
Wildflower Walk in Anderton Nature Park 
A guided walk in Anderton Nature Park to view the 
many summer wildflowers. 
Meet: 10.00 am Anderton Nature Park car park 
Contact:  Mary Jeeves  01606 77688 
 

Saturday 18th July 
FoAM Picnic in the Park 
FoAM’s celebration of  summer in the park!  Bring your 
own picnic or food to barbecue.  With live music. 
Meet:  5.00 pm Marbury Country Park 
Contact:  Joanne Redley 01606 44728 
 

 
Photographic Workshops 

 

Wednesday 24th June – Workshop 1 
Workshop 1 is suitable for those with a basic 
experience with a camera who want to learn to get a 
better exposure and pick out the best shots. 
 

Wednesday 1st July – Workshop 2 
Workshop 2 is a slightly more advanced workshop 
suitable for those with the ability to use semi-automatic 
or manual settings on their camera. 

The workshops will be led by Simon Davies in Marbury Country Park, meeting at the Rangers’ 
Cabin/Marbury Lodge at 7.00 pm.  There will be a charge of £10.00 for each workshop. Booking is 
essential.   To book a place contact:  Jim Jeeves  01606 77688 
 

 

 

Your Newsletter 
We welcome comments, ideas, photos and articles for 
inclusion in future issues of the newsletter.  Email items 
to Joanne Redley at jarhillcliffe223@aol.com or hand 
them in at the Rangers’ Cabin marked for the attention 
of Joanne.  Items deadline for the summer issue:  
Friday 3

rd
 July.  Many thanks. 

 

 

Barbecue Charcoal 
 

Don’t forget to get your supplies of charcoal made at 
Marbury from trees thinned from Northwich Woodlands. 
Be ready for the fine summer weather. 
 
Charcoal is available from the Rangers’ Cabin in 
Marbury.  It is also available from Delamere Stores and 
the Paper Shop in Barnton.   

mailto:annacooper31@hotmail.com
mailto:jarhillcliffe223@aol.com
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Projects and Grants Update 
 

The New Bench 
 
All good things come to an end and a carved bench 
on Marbury Lane needed replacing.  FOAM decided 
to commission sculptor Richard Janes to create a 
replacement bench, using an oak tree felled in the 
park.  
 
Richard’s work has been exhibited at Tate Britain; he 
has been artist in residence at the Sherwood Forest 
National Nature Reserve at Edwinstowe, 
Nottinghamshire, and was commissioned by the 
National Trust to create twenty six sculptures for the 
parkland at Hardwick Hall.  Additionally he has 
worked extensively with school groups, community 
groups and large scale developers to create 
sculptures which reflect and celebrate the history, 
heritage and natural environment in which they are 
set.  
 
We were delighted when Richard accepted our 
commission.  He spent a day with FOAM members 
and Ranger Dave James, exploring the woodland 
and finding out about its history, flora and fauna.  He 
viewed the oak tree he would be working with and 
went away to produce initial design ideas.  The final 
design is inspired by orchids, rare plants found in 
various areas of the Northwich Woodlands.

 

       
Richard at work on the bench 

 
Work started on the bench just before Easter and the 
finishing touches were added on 15

th
 April.  The 

bench will shortly be moved to its final position.  The 
nature of oak means that this lovely abstract design,  
which reflects the flora of the lime-rich soil, and holds 
memories of Ian Booth, will be with the parkland for 
many, many years to come. 
 
Anna Cooper

 
 

Arboretum Project
 
A celebration was held at Marbury on 12 March to 
mark completion of the Arboretum Project.  The 
£12,000 project has been supported by local 
chemicals manufacturer INEOS Enterprises through 
the Landfill Communities Fund.  The celebration was 
attended by representatives from INEOS Enterprises, 
two of our Ward Councillors, the Mersey Forest, local 
press, Rangers and volunteers. 
 

 
Janet Ward (INEOS Enterprises), Alan Redley, 

Mary Jeeves, Chris Moseley and Jo Sayers (Mersey Forest) 

 
The interpretation panel has attracted a lot of 
attention from visitors, as witnessed by the grass in 
front of the panel being worn away in just a few 
weeks.  We will be installing some pavers shortly!

The 17 tree identification plaques have been 
numbered and positioned so that the next plaque can 
be seen from the one you are standing by.  This 
should make it easier to follow a route around the 
arboretum. 
 
If you haven’t visited the arboretum yet, please make 
time to take a look. 
 

 
one of the 17 plaques 

 

Alan Redley 
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Another Great Exhibition of Photos entered for the 2014 Competition 
 

The photo competition entries have been judged.  
The winners were Alison Hamlin Hughes in the 
Landscape category, Trevor Davies in the Wildlife 
category, and Graham Walker in the Work, Rest and 
Play category.  Visitors to the exhibition held in 
Comberbach Memorial Hall voted John Hopkins’ 
‘Frosty Winter Walk’ as their favourite picture.  
 
We had a total of 74 pictures entered, much the 
same as last time.  The judges, Simon Davies, Nick 
Jones, and Andy Harmer were very complimentary 
about the high standard of the entries and found the 
judging difficult, but enjoyable.  The scope given by 
changing the title of the third category certainly 
increased the choice of subject and resulted in a 
greater variety in the photos submitted. 
 
The standard of the photos means that it would be a 
shame not to give the wider public of our area a 
chance to view them.  They also illustrate the true 
nature of our park and the variety of habitats and 
activities available.  We are making arrangements to 
show the photos in the locality. 
 

To start, a selection of photos is on show at Barnton 
Library for six weeks, starting 9

th
 April with the 

Landscape category pictures for the first two weeks.  
The Wildlife category will be displayed the following 
two weeks, then the Work, Rest and Play category.  
Everyone who entered will have at least one picture 
on display.  If you are in the area why not pop in and 
see them;  I am sure you will be impressed with the 
standard.  I have also been able to display the 
trophies and awards won by FoAM;  it is difficult to 
find suitable places to show how successful we have 
been in the past and present. 
 
There are plans in hand to exhibit the pictures at 
other venues and I will notify members when they are 
finalised. You will also be able to see the photos on 
FoAM’s website 
 
Thanks to everyone who contributed by entering or 
helping with the setting up of the exhibition.  A most 
successful event. 
 
Jim Jeeves 
 
 

                           
        New Beginnings – Alison Hamlin Hughes                        I get a Buzz out of my Work – Graham Walker 
 

                
                   Moorhen – Trevor Davies                                                Frosty Winter Walk – John Hopkins 
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The club meets for classes on Saturdays at Marbury Park. We also run puppy courses, KC dog classes and offer 
1:1 advice for behaviour problems
 
Hi Mike, 
We really need your help!  Our 12mth old puppy 
is a beautiful dog but cries and barks when we 
leave the room or go upstairs and he’s even 
worse when we leave him to go to work.  At night 
he sleeps downstairs but he wakes up really early 
in the mornings, not for want of needing the loo, 
but just to be near us – if we don’t go to him 
immediately he’ll start barking, scratching at the 
door and chewing the skirting boards, so we give 
in and let him upstairs so that we can get a little 
more sleep before it’s time to get up. We give him 
lots of attention and reassurance whenever we’re 
at home but it’s as if he’s scared of something 
happening to him when we’re not there. Alisa 
 
A: Separation issues can start for a number of 
reasons, but usually it’s because we give the dog too 
much attention whenever they demand it from us.  If 
we give our dogs lots of fuss & cuddles and pander 
to them too much, they’ll just want more.  You can 
imagine this behaviour cycle can become a difficult 
habit to break.  
 
Dogs who are anxious about their owners going out 
of sight will try all sorts to keep the pack together – 
barking, chewing things, soiling in the house, etc.  If 
you come into the room and immediately focus on 
what its done then the dog thinks “Great, I now know 
what works to get you back”.  
 
It’s all a matter of training but separation training 
takes time, patience and practice with a puppy.  Try 
to make sure that going upstairs or leaving the house 
is a casual act, rather than a big deal and give your 
puppy as few clues as possible that you’re leaving 
For example, load the car with bags and coats 

 
 
15mins before it’s time to leave, then leave by the 
back door rather than the front.  Don’t say goodbye 
or give him a food treat, just go! 
 
Practice leaving the house as much as possible, 
even for short periods of time.  Start by taking things 
upstairs, progress to taking rubbish out to the bin by 
going out of the back door and come back in through 
the front door and vice-versa.  When you come in, no 
matter what he’s done, just ignore him – walk straight 
past without a touch or a glance in his direction and 
put the kettle on.  The more you practice the less 
notice your dog will take of all the comings and 
goings and when you sit down to relax don’t allow 
him to jump up next to you; he has to wait until he’s 
invited to come up (if at all). 
 
Ideally, when you’re leaving him during the day, 
confine him to a small area of the house, make sure 
he has something to chew on like a Stag Bar, close 
the blinds and leave the radio on.  If your dog really 
does panic while you’re away then set up a situation 
to make him think that you’re still around e.g. leave 
recently worn clothing/slippers outside the door and 
make a sound CD recording of your day-to-day 
conversations and leave it on loop play outside the 
room.  At night, try moving his bed to the hallway, 
ideally I’d use a small dog crate full of lots of soft 
Vetbed and leave your bedroom door open so that he 
can hear you sleeping.  If he wakes tell him “Quiet” 
and if necessary use a Pet Corrector (compressed air 
spray) to reinforce your instruction.  Above all, resist 
the urge to go to him to promise that you still love him 
and that you’ll give him lots of cuddles soon.  
If you’ve got a question you’d like me to cover, 
email: mike@thedogclub.co.uk

 
 

Defibrillator Cabinet
 

 
The defibrillator cabinet, mentioned in our previous 
newsletter, has now been mounted on the side of the 
toilet block at Marbury.  FoAM obtained a grant from 
Ward Councillors’ Members’ Budgets to pay for the 
cabinet and FoAM paid for its installation. 
 
In order to access the defibrillator, the code to open 
the cabinet can be obtained by dialling 999. 
 
This is the first FoAM project to be completed which 
we hope will never have to be used but, if needed, 
could save someone’s life! 
 
Alan Redley 
 
 

 

 

The Well Heeled Dog Club:  
Q&As about dog training 
 

mailto:mike@thedogclub.co.uk

